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The Online Two-Week Refresher Course in Commerce and Management was organized by 

Teaching Learning Centre, Ramanujan College, University of Delhi under the aegis of 

Ministry of Education (Pandit Madan Mohan Malviya National Mission on Teachers and 

Teaching). This Refresher Course aims to disseminate the new developments and 

contemporary research in Commerce and Management. The purpose of this course was to 

train teachers on present-day methodology and how they can use it to augment their 

teaching and research. The participants will be made aware of the current developments in 

some of the disciplines of finance, taxation laws, marketing, accounting, human resource 

management, business research. The resource persons of this program were experienced 

and renowned faculty members and industry practitioners from the University of Puerto 

Rico USA, Faculty of Management Studies, University of Delhi, Tata Institute of Social 

Sciences, Bharti Infratel Limited, Indian Institute of Management to name a few. The 

program had about 1200+ participants, primarily from the disciplines of Business, 

Commerce, Management, Economics, and related disciplines in Social Sciences and a few 

from natural science disciplines. Participation in the program were from 21+ states and 

union territories throughout the country. 

Schedule 

Day Date Topic/Session Title Resource Person 

1 June 25 
Friday 

Live Inaugural Session Special Guest: Dr. (Ca). Girish 
Ahuja 

Chief Guest: Mr. Manoj Kohli 
Keynote Speaker: Prof. Justin Paul 

Ancient Indian Wisdom And 
Management 

Prof. C.S. Sharma, 
Shri Ram College Of Commerce, 

University Of Delhi 

2 June 26 
Saturday 

Research Opportunities In 
Finance During The Pandemic 

Dr. Satish Kumar 
Malaviya National Institute Of 
Technology Jaipur, Rajasthan Preparing & Authoring 

Research Papers For 
Publishing In Quality Journals 



3 June 27 
Sunday 

Hr Analytics Dr. Sunil Budhiraja 
Tata Institute Of Social Sciences, 

Mumbai 

4 June 28 
Monday 

Hr Competencies Dr. Yogesh Misra 
Vice - President, Thomas 

Assessments 

Qualitative Research Dr. Jaspreet Kaur 
Associate Professor, 

Pearl Academy 

5 June 29 
Tuesday 

Companies Act, 2013 Ms. Aishwarya 
Corporate Lawyer And Alumnus, 

National Law University 

Recent Trends In Decision 
Sciences 

Dr. Yavana Rani 
Principal Investigator, 
ICSSR MRP Centre For 

Management Studies, Jain 
(Deemed To Be University) 

6 June 30 
Wednesday 

Rethinking The Relevance Of 
Credit Rating Agencies 

Prof. Madhu Vij 
Faculty Of Management Studies 

University Of Delhi Transformation Road Map 
For Indian Banking 

7 July 1 
Thursday 

Marketing Management 
Research 

Prof. Gurjeet Kaur, 
University Of Jammu 

Social Media Marketing Dr. Jaspreet Kaur, 
Associate Professor Pearl Academy 

8 July 2 
Friday 

Understanding Quantitative 
Research 

Prof. C.S. Sharma, 
Shri Ram College Of Commerce, 

University Of Delhi Live Session 
(3:00 P.M. To 4:00 P.M.) 

Understanding Quantitative 
Research 

9 July 3 
Saturday 

Research Publication  
 

Dr. Vibhash Kumar 
Assistant Professor 
Ramanujan College  

Global Value Chain Dr. Dev Nathan 
Institute For Human Development 

Gendev Centre 

10 July 4 
Sunday 

Income Tax Laws New And 
Emerging Issues 

Dr. Naveen Mittal 
Assistant Professor 

Shri Ram College Of Commerce 
University Of Delhi  

New Income Tax Form 

11 July 5 
Monday 

GST Dr. Sonal Jain 
Assistant Professor 

Janki Devi Memorial College 
University Of Delhi 

Live Session 
(4:30 P.M. To 5:30 P.M.) 

Mr. Manoj Kohli 
Country Head 



Integration Of Academia With 
Industry. A Practitioner’s 

Perspective 

Softbank India 

12 July 6 
Tuesday 

Enterprise Risk Management Prof. Madhu Vij 
Faculty Of Management Studies 

University Of Delhi 

Human Resource Accounting Ms. Ramya Jain 
Assistant Professor 
Ramanujan College 

13 July 7 
Wednesday 

International Trade & Global 
Pandemic 

Dr. Ram Upendra Das 
Head And Professor 

Centre For Regional Trade 
Autonomous Institute Under The 

Department Of Commerce 

New Developments In 
Accounting And IFRS 

Ca Alok Garg 
 

14 July 8 
Thursday TEST  Valedictory Session 

 

Inaugural session (LIVE) 

Ms. Nidhi Mathur introduced the participants to the background and milestones of 

Ramanujan College including the work done by the Teaching Learning Center at Ramanujan 

College. She also highlighted how the FDP is envisaged and conceptualised. She introduced 

the organizing team and the role each person has. This was followed by welcome address by 

the principal Dr. S. P. Aggarwal. 

Dr. S. P. Aggarwal welcomed all the participants who joined the FDP from various parts of 

the country. He pointed out the focus of the program and how it can be beneficial to the 

participants. He emphasized on in the importance of training students for industry; which is 

the reason why the teachers need to be trained in disciplines of commerce and 

management. He also shared his opinion and perspectives about various topics covered in 

the FDP with briefly quoting examples from different walks of our lives. 

Prof. C.S. Sharma, Professor, Shri Ram College of Commerce, University of Delhi is the 

Programme Advisor (External) for this refresher course addressed the audience. He 

emphasized on the fact that the course has been visualized with very one unique objective 

in view and the objective is that the teachers of the institutions of higher learning should 

widen their vision from their specific areas; for which a wide spectrum of experts, renowned 

speakers, famous commentators have been invited as resource persons. He also focused on 

the three pillars of course namely, law, finance and research dimension and their 

importance in today’s scenario. Special Guest was Dr. (Ca). Girish Ahuja. 

Chief Guest was Mr. Manoj Kohli. Mr. Kohli stressed upon the fact that technology is going 

to rule our future and the fast pace with which the technology is changing and it has 

brought the biggest transformation in the world. He shared his real life examples to explain 



how technology has democratic transformatory impact on world, how digital businesses are 

transforming the world and bringing affordability to the poorest of the poor. He told that 

the community of learners is a millennial generation, so the teachers will have to update 

themselves on knowledge and new changes across the world and said that unlearning is a 

very important part of Learning. 

Keynote Speaker was Prof. Justin Paul talked about the global scenario in research and 

publications and how the young people can engage in more research and what could be the 

strategies or what could be the opportunities for youngsters in the days to come in the 

global research arena. He shared his own story as he believes that storytelling can be useful 

for audience to learn the best and unlearn which is not the best. He advocated that in 

academia, opportunities are unlimited, what is important is being passionate and having a 

mind-set to work hard with dedication and determination to excel in academia research. He 

focused on having knowledge about good publications and good networking. 

Dr. K. Latha, Programme Director of the Refresher Course also made the opening remarks. 

She mentioned how the course has been conceptualized. She elaborated on the rules of the 

course which the participants must follow. She Wished all the participants for an enriching 

experience. 

https://youtu.be/MrDfJJuuSRI 

 

 

https://youtu.be/MrDfJJuuSRI


 

 

 

 

Further, Questions and answers from participants were taken up and the session concluded 

with a vote of thanks by Dr. Vibhash Kumar. 

 

Ancient Indian wisdom and management by Dr. C.S. Sharma 



The first technical session was conducted by Dr. C.S. Sharma. Sir started with the historical 

background of management. He elaborated on the concept of wisdom and how knowledge 

should be used with wisdom to gain enlightenment leading to auspiciousness. We have to 

redefine our management practices but for that, we have to understand the basic tenets of 

ancient Indian wisdom. By quoting from Bhagwat Gita, he elaborated on the concept with 

more clarity. The central point for teaching management, developing management practices 

and paradigms should be knowledge leading to auspiciousness. How knowledge should be 

used to gain enlightenment leading to auspiciousness and not as a weapon added 

altogether a different perspective. The understanding of basic tenets from ancient wisdom 

and the relation it has with modern management has been very enriching. 

https://youtu.be/czAMgmtvijA 

 

 

 

Research Opportunities In Finance During The Pandemic by Dr. Satish Kumar 

Dr. Satish Kumar explained through video resources regarding what are the research 

opportunities in finance during pandemic and post pandemic and about publishing in top 

quality journals and preparing and authoring for quality publication. What are the different 

research questions a researcher can pursue because lack of topic is the biggest concern, so 

he focused on various research questions or research problem which can be converted into 

easily more than 100 research papers. Automation is at the key top. He explained what is 

the impact of that rise of fintech blockchain and both organic and inorganic difference. 

 

 

https://youtu.be/czAMgmtvijA


https://youtu.be/1InxdLim5ew 

https://youtu.be/OL37WA0v_qM 

 

 

 

Preparing & Authoring Research Papers For Publishing In Quality Journals by Dr. Satish 

Kumar 

Dr. Satish started with discussing the various stages of publishing and explained the life of 

publishing articles with a comparison of sprinter and marathon runner. He emphasized 

about evaluating the reasons for publishing; there can be internal or external drivers for 

having a publication. He focuses on the requirements of how to write a good article, how to 

become impactful by targeting high impacting journals. He finally ended the session by 

giving some practical tips on writing a research article.  

 

https://youtu.be/YwnASrRTc6M 

 

https://youtu.be/1InxdLim5ew
https://youtu.be/OL37WA0v_qM
https://youtu.be/YwnASrRTc6M


 

 

 

 

 

Hr Analytics by Dr. Sunil Budhiraja 

Dr. Sunil addressed on the topic of HR Analytics. He divided his session into five parts viz. 

conceptual understanding, importance of HR Metrics, Descriptive and diagnostic analysis, 



Predictive and prescriptive analysis and finally gave a hands on session on HR Metrics. He 

explained HR Analytics into parts like need and its evolution, its different levels, its 

applications and challenges. He quite elaborately covered these topics in his sessions. 

 

https://youtu.be/4PDoKGCHX24 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=exJX1-QD0jY 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V2CquKpDuwk 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SZNM-0LrW78 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u29aIZQh5hw 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MFjSY53ahZA 

 

https://youtu.be/4PDoKGCHX24
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=exJX1-QD0jY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V2CquKpDuwk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SZNM-0LrW78
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u29aIZQh5hw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MFjSY53ahZA


HR Competencies by Dr. Yogesh Misra 

Dr. Misra started with the learning objectives of the session. What is the definition of 

competency was explained giving some examples. He also explained what are its benefits, 

some of the applications of competency in human resources management, function such as 

competency based recruitment, interviewing performance management, assessment 

centers etc. Capital is abundant and we have got various people willing to fund, however the 

biggest challenge which comes across is talent. 

 

https://youtu.be/L4xa7KI0mMI 

https://youtu.be/uY-fkpo56Ec 

https://youtu.be/m2ozdssFRls 

 

 

https://youtu.be/L4xa7KI0mMI
https://youtu.be/uY-fkpo56Ec
https://youtu.be/m2ozdssFRls


 

 

 

Qualitative Research by Dr. Jaspreet Kaur 

Dr. Kaur Discussed about the Qualitative Data and NVIVO. She started with the explanation 

of Exploratory Research, the projective techniques, content analysis and narrative text 

analysis. She also focuses on the invention of Ethnography. She adopted a case study 

approach to explain the topic. She explained the grounded theory. She gave a hands on 

session on NVIVO. 

https://youtu.be/-X3OY1ve0_Q 

https://youtu.be/-X3OY1ve0_Q


 

 

 

 

 

Companies Act, 2013 by Ms. Aishwarya 

Ms. Aishwarya talked about the key amendments that have come into effect since 

Companies Act 2013 was introduced. She divided her sessions into 3 parts that are; De-



criminalization of offeces, Significant Beneficial Ownership and Other changes. In part two 

of the presentation where we're dealing with the concept of significant beneficial 

ownership. It is something that was brought in initially through the company's amendment 

act of 2017. It came out of the recommendations of the company law committee of 2016 

but if you really were to look for the origin it, it is coming out of the financial action tax in 

force in relation to money laundering and corruption etc. There is a global move across 

jurisdictions to ensure that complex corporate structures are not used to obscure ownership 

and this kind of a complicated structure is not used to launder money or you know abuse 

gains of illicit activities etc. In last video, she talked about the overall approach of the 

amendments in the Act. 

 

https://youtu.be/5aXt4OYM_Bs 

https://youtu.be/fKagGJuLIJw 

https://youtu.be/3r7YFIjWJxw 

 

 

https://youtu.be/5aXt4OYM_Bs
https://youtu.be/fKagGJuLIJw
https://youtu.be/3r7YFIjWJxw


 

 

Recent Trends In Decision Sciences by Dr. Yavana Rani 

Dr. Rani talked about the recent trends in nation sciences particularly about the research so 

we talk about decision science, data analyst, data science, business analyst data 

engineering, big data so these are all the buzzwords nowadays. Simple financial analysis are 

often no longer sufficient for addressing any common decisions like in a production 

department, whether to make their own product or buy the product from outside. The 

forces of competition are imposing a need for more effective decision making at all levels in 

organizations; so nowadays what the data analysts do, is that they provide the quantitative 

support for the decision makers in all areas; so in that case we can use the computers to 

analyse the potential outcomes of decision alternatives. 

 

https://youtu.be/THFJrMTDO8w 

https://youtu.be/SOqOE1D_rdI 

https://youtu.be/kG1xbFU1fls 

https://youtu.be/jK13bkla2vA 

https://youtu.be/Q_6D6rLuVwY 

https://youtu.be/THFJrMTDO8w
https://youtu.be/SOqOE1D_rdI
https://youtu.be/kG1xbFU1fls
https://youtu.be/jK13bkla2vA
https://youtu.be/Q_6D6rLuVwY


 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Rethinking The Relevance Of Credit Rating Agencies by Prof. Madhu Vij 

Prof. Vij started with the real life fiascos that happened in the past years which has made it 

highly relevant for rethinking the role of credit rating agencies. What are these credit rating 

agencies; what is their function what is their goal; a lot of names of the creditors agencies 

are there, whether it's at the global level or at the domestic level. She further elaborated on 

can credit rating companies be held accountable for their rate and related to this is a 

question of a difference between the role of auditors and credit agencies. Also, there is 

another question which came into complete limelight during the global financial crisis; that 

is: was the model flawed of setting credit rating agency. 

 

https://youtu.be/c20PiEH9wA8 

https://youtu.be/gDzPaT4Gi8c 

https://youtu.be/c20PiEH9wA8
https://youtu.be/gDzPaT4Gi8c


 

 

 

 

 

Transformation Road Map For Indian Banking by Prof. Madhu Vij 

Prof. Vij talked on the transformation roadmap for indian banking. The transformation 

roadmap for indian banking has become a lot more relevant in today's context as more 



especially in the context of the kind of experiences the economy and the banks are having 

and what this means is that in the last decade the banks have gone through a lot of trying 

and testing times which has been both good bad and indifferent for them and the fact that 

the performance of the banking sector is directly linked to the performance of the economy. 

The transformation,  the reinvention and the future of indian banking industry is not a 

question of restart for the banking sector it's a question of reset and how that reset 

happens will determine the performance of the economy in the next few years. One 

important requirement which is being emphasized all over is you need to attract the right 

professionals who can work with the right dedication who have the right knowledge who 

have the right background and this should be a start to finish project. 

 

https://youtu.be/tXnyNg2eKng 

https://youtu.be/ZoSQ_LTugF0 

 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/tXnyNg2eKng
https://youtu.be/ZoSQ_LTugF0


 

 

 

Marketing Management Research by Prof. Gurjeet Kaur 

Prof. Gurjeet Kaur, University of Jammu explained through video resources the various steps 

of marketing research. Mam elaborated on the process of marketing research. She started 

with basics of research. She said that in any form of research the first question is identifying 

the problem or research question and ends with the possible solutions offered by research. 

She explained various research tools associated with marketing research. Marketing 

research has solutions lying in the market and why the change in the market has been 

resulting in change of marketing strategies. The mechanism has to be provided by the 

researcher when providing the suggestions to the companies. She also explained points to 

be kept in mind while writing a good marketing research article. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9dGOcmoP0h8 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=11T7DjQyi90 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uIy1xNXXC1Y 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5G7J8VFHS0k 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9dGOcmoP0h8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=11T7DjQyi90
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uIy1xNXXC1Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5G7J8VFHS0k


 

 

 

Social Media Marketing by Dr. Jaspreet Kaur 

Dr. Kaur focussed on explaining digital marketing. Digital marketing is a component of 

marketing that utilizes internet and online based digital technologies like for example 

desktops mobile phones digital media other platforms to promote products and services. 

She goes onto explaining the types or sub parts that are covered under digital marketing. 

She also focuses on the concept of branding, brand building and marketing principles. Uthe 

social media for marketing is one of the major types of digital marketing activities. She 

further elaborated by explaining the concept by giving real life marketing strategies of 

companies. She also explained search engine optimization. 

 

https://youtu.be/YVZFaeNEdPQ 

https://youtu.be/QSntLvb8fZU 

  

https://youtu.be/YVZFaeNEdPQ
https://youtu.be/QSntLvb8fZU


 

 

 

 

 

Understanding Quantitative Research by Prof. C.S. Sharma 



The first session of ‘Understanding Research- Quantitative Analysis Part-1’ was primarily 

based on Scientific Enquiry. Dr. Sharma started the discussion by postulating the following 

questions. 

 What constitutes scientific research? 

 Is there a fundamental difference in the scientific research undertaken by the 

physical sciences, the social sciences and the life sciences? 

Then later in the session he answered these questions with the theoretical explanation. He 

also highlighted the nature of scientific research and all associated elements. Dr. Sharma 

reasoned, how scientific research makes observations through measurements. 

In the second session in part-1, Dr. Sharma Talked about measurements and the need for 

measurements. He explained that measurements help in measuring unseen and unknown 

but predicted by a theory such as various aspects of the social world that are unobservable 

can be captured by devising appropriate measurement techniques. 

In the subsequent session, Dr. Sharma covered in detail the concept of ‘Indicators and 

Dimensions’ and their importance. 

In the final session in part-1, emphasized upon reliability and validity of measures in 

research. He also discussed the significance of ensuring reliability and validity while 

conducting a research. 

https://youtu.be/B-5iIg_FKAk 

https://youtu.be/0N5UjnK1qS4 

https://youtu.be/obMypqDRZHU 

https://youtu.be/w2ShIXJP2Q8 

 

 

https://youtu.be/B-5iIg_FKAk
https://youtu.be/0N5UjnK1qS4
https://youtu.be/obMypqDRZHU
https://youtu.be/w2ShIXJP2Q8


 

 

 

Understanding Quantitative Research (LIVE) by Prof. C.S. Sharma 

The second part of ‘Understanding Research- Quantitative Analysis’ was a live session by Dr. 

Sharma where he started the discussion with the introduction to ‘What is Research?’. Dr. 

Sharma then postulated various philosophical positions that are attributed to different 

research approaches. He elaborated the ontological and epistemological positions 

associated with quantitative and qualitative research methodologies. He focussed that 



quantitative research is an approach that takes a positivist position and is concerned with 

measurements through empirical data. 

Dr. Sharma also highlighted how these approaches to research differ in terms of 

methodology, data collection, tools and applications. 

The session ended with answering the questions and doubts of the participants. 

https://youtu.be/_8dRbP0if9g 

 

 

 

Research Publication by Dr. Vibhash Kumar 

No matter what field of study you are interested in, you will most likely be asked to write a 

research paper during your academic career. Knowing how to write a good research paper is 

a valuable skill that will serve you well throughout your career. How does a research paper 

grow from a folder of brainstormed notes to a polished final draft? In his discussion with 

regards to the mentioned topic, sir shared his valuable experience stating why research 

publications are necessary; what things to be kept in mind while writing a good research 

article?, how to judge good publication? The role of impact factor. He talked about citations, 

your contribution to the research. Sir told us the steps which one needs to follow in 

effective research writing. Sir mentioned the publication ethics need to be kept in mind 

while going for a publication. Sir also underlined that How you can find the best journal for 

your article. Sir then talked about Reference Management, Zetero in order to create 

bibliography for your research. Sir actually showed how the software worked by taking 

examples. He explained about the reference management or the citations styles like APA, 

Legal citations, etc. He also told the participants on How to beautifully write a title or an 

abstract. And at last, sir mentioned about finding an appropriate journal by using google 

scholar. Overall, the sessions were enriching and useful for the participants. 

https://youtu.be/_8dRbP0if9g


https://youtu.be/o4kqEjdJ2lY 

https://youtu.be/d7Jgol-wxTs 

https://youtu.be/nXLro6zwCjQ 

https://youtu.be/koTqpguJE2g 

https://youtu.be/wH-Fn1h2MvU 

https://youtu.be/MuZFls7QM2E 

https://youtu.be/7ap0bCXuLns 

https://youtu.be/S2tBLmZbFoE 

 

                    

                          

 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/o4kqEjdJ2lY
https://youtu.be/d7Jgol-wxTs
https://youtu.be/nXLro6zwCjQ
https://youtu.be/koTqpguJE2g
https://youtu.be/wH-Fn1h2MvU
https://youtu.be/MuZFls7QM2E
https://youtu.be/7ap0bCXuLns
https://youtu.be/S2tBLmZbFoE


 

 

 

 

Global Value Chain by Dr. Dev Nathan 

Dr. Dev started with globalization and emphasized that there are a number of phases of 

globalization. He said that one of the form of globalization is global value chain or a global 

production network which means that there is a splintering of production by tasks meaning 

that all of the tasks of producing a particular commodity or a product are not produced in 

one country but are produced in many countries around the world. There are two critical 

transformations that we have to deal with viz. the great divergence that happened at the 

end of the 18th century when western europe began to diverge from asia; and currently 

what is happening is the great convergence where there is a catch-up. 

https://youtu.be/wwMPldj6_QY 

 

https://youtu.be/wwMPldj6_QY


Income Tax Laws New And Emerging Issues by Dr. Naveen Mittal 

Dr. Mittal discussed how the changes are made in tax provisions like Finance Act, Ordinance. 

He focused on optional taxation scheme which is applicable for filing tax return for the 

current year for the first time. The tax rates are low in this regime. He also talked about the 

new changed ways of portal filing, submissions and other provisions and compliances. 

 

https://youtu.be/Gom18SoC3pQ 

 

 

 

New Income Tax Form by Dr. Naveen Mittal 

Dr. Mittal discussed the new income tax return form through a hands on session filling e-

return on the portal. He focused on the process of filing return through portal along with 

the information on change in portal. Incometax.gov.in is the current website through which 

e-filing of return can be done. There has been a change in the way the form is to be 

submitted i.e. excel or java utility. But now json utlity has been made effective now. So he 

focused on the changes income tax return.  

 

https://youtu.be/PkrzBhBhYFg 

https://youtu.be/hZB87SplphI 

https://youtu.be/Gom18SoC3pQ
https://youtu.be/PkrzBhBhYFg
https://youtu.be/hZB87SplphI


 

 

 

GST by Dr. Sonal Jain 

Dr. Jain started with the Journey of GST in India, then goes on to discussing GST Council and 

the GST rates. She further elaborated on GST Compensation Cess. She discussed about What 

is Input Tax Credit (ITC)?; How to utilize the Input tax credit?. She goes on to sharing her 

knowledge regarding Reverse Charge Mechanism, e-Way Bills and anti-profiteering 

mechanism. She very well explained these topics through the use of video lectures. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vaGQ8Kb2Lt0&t=36s 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zQrESxpSrlA&t=20s 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vaGQ8Kb2Lt0&t=36s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zQrESxpSrlA&t=20s


 

 

 

Integration Of Academia With Industry. A Practitioner’s Perspective by Mr. Manoj Kohli 

(LIVE) 

Mr. Kohli started with sharing his real life experiences to discuss about the topic. He focused 

on the fact that speed of change has changed dramatically because of technology and 

internet. It makes of immense importance to adopt new way and strategies of teaching and 

learning to build talents of the country. He emphasized on first analysing the World of 2030. 

He highlighted the importance of practical knowledge and team work, regular updating of 

knowledge for the students; and for the same, first teachers have to have a good balance of 

both concepts and practical knowledge. Integration of Academia and corporate is of 

immense importance in today’s scenario. The session ended with Question and Answer 

round coordinated by Dr. Vibhash Kumar. 

 

https://youtu.be/2zoCzxz6R90 

https://youtu.be/2zoCzxz6R90


 

 

 

Enterprise risk management by Prof. Madhu Vij  

Prof. madhu vij talked about that in today’s environment that for management related areas 

the concept has become very relevant. Enterprise risk management is not only related to 

finance but about business continuity and growth. Risk has to be managed at the 

pace/speed of risk. In the context of enterprise risk management, various examples were 

illustrated like the black swan theory. She quoted and explained various myths about risks. 

She also highlighted traditional risk management and difference between enterprise risk 

management. She explained why the concept of ERM is relevant and the process behind it. 

She emphasised that ERM is not unidirectional but multidimensional. 

https://youtu.be/LtVrb9FYRQs 

https://youtu.be/LtVrb9FYRQs


Human Resource Accounting by Ms. Ramya Jain 

Ms. Jain explained Human Resource Accounting in two phases. In first phase, she discussed 

about the conceptual framework of HRA in which she talked about its meaning, methods, 

limitations. In second phase, she discussed about the practical exposure of HRA by focusing 

on the companies practicing HRA and the existing Literature Review. Finally, she completed 

her session by giving concluding remarks. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c-6f5ctnWXA&t=14s 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MFoXW1TrPzY&t=31s 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c-6f5ctnWXA&t=14s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MFoXW1TrPzY&t=31s


International Trade & Global Pandemic by Dr. Ram Upendra Das 

Dr. Das discussed about global trade, the uncertainties, the prospects, the opportunities and 

the challenges that would unfold as we go beyond the pandemic days. He highlighted the 

areas which should form basis for research as plurality of ideas on same topic is very 

important as it helps in creating value addition. He talked about different flows of 

international trade which have to viewed as integrated as it is important to address 

humanitarian crisis and wipe off the virus from earth; which can be done through strong 

human values system. How international economy plays a role in pandemic situation, what 

is the nature of global cooperation. 

https://youtu.be/vZRIGeVCmXo 

 

 

 

New Developments In Accounting And IFRS by CA Alok Garg 

CA Garg took a session on recent advances in accounting. He divided his sessions in 5 videos 

and explained in detail about some new accounting ways of reporting some new changes in 

indian accounting and reporting system due to introduction of indianized version of ifrs 

applicable to india; IFRS are the global standards and also discussed what are the 

components of financial statement, statement of changes in equity. 

 

https://youtu.be/qC7xAHEF8mE 

https://youtu.be/J6XyLLCv5G0 

https://youtu.be/vZRIGeVCmXo
https://youtu.be/qC7xAHEF8mE
https://youtu.be/J6XyLLCv5G0


https://youtu.be/S615ortfJ3U 

https://youtu.be/WGidi6WtmnA 

https://youtu.be/PZitBGqH8wE 

 

 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/S615ortfJ3U
https://youtu.be/WGidi6WtmnA
https://youtu.be/PZitBGqH8wE


 

 

 

Valedictory Session 

The refresher course ended with a valedictory session. Ms. Nidhi Mathur started the session 

with introduction and welcome to the Valedictory session. Report was presented by Ms. 

Ramya Jain. Valedictory Address was given by Prof. S.P. Aggarwal, Principal and TLC 

Director, Ramanujan College. Feedback Analysis was shared by Prof. C.S. Sharma, 

Programme Advisor, Shri Ram College of Commerce, University of Delhi. Dr. Vibhash 

Kumar, Programme Convenor, interacted with the participants and have their live feedback. 

The session ended with a Vote of Thanks by Ms. Parul Yadav, Organising Secretary. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wotZ08SBY4Q 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wotZ08SBY4Q


 

 

 

 

 

Overall Feedback Analysis 

Functioning of LMS (Learning Management System): > 98 % Participants feel that 

functionality wise LMS was excellent or very good. 



 

 

 

Was LMS User-Friendly?: > 98 % Participants strongly agree or agree that LMS was user 

friendly. 

 

 

Average Hours Spent per Day on Programme: > 82 % Participants spent 3-5 hours per day 

on the programme. 



 

 

 

Rating for the Sessions: > 97 % Participants rated the sessions to be excellent or very good. 

 

 

Do you prefer more Sessions?: > 81 % Participants would prefer to watch more sessions in 

the programme. 



 

 

 

Rating of Quality of the Resource Persons: > 97 % Participants rated the resources persons 

to be excellent or very good. 

 

 

Rating of Overall Content Quality: > 97 % Participants rated the content quality to be 

excellent or very good. 

 

 



 

 

 

Overall Knowledge Addition about the Topics: > 95 % Participants stated that there was an 

excellent or very good knowledge addition of the topic after attending the programme 

 

 

 

Would you recommend your friends and colleagues to join future programmes?: > 98 % 

Participants would be recommending to join the future programmes at our college and 0% 

participants were there who would not recommend. 

 



 


